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 ? zhanger: I don't know what you mean by highly compressed, can you explain a little better? If you know any better site for me
to look into, please share :) zhanger: what do you mean by "highly compressed"? That is "naturally (obviously) compressed"

zhanger: you don't understand what "compressed" means I'm looking into alternate compressed website hosting in the places that
you mentioned ok, so how would I go about getting out of that file then? zhanger: 1.) the way you are storing it is still bad, 2.)
you are expecting other people to use it You're really not helping! :P zhanger: if you want something hosted locally, use a file
manager to upload it, or something like host files locally So how would I go about getting back into it and converting it into a

zip? zhanger: I don't know what you mean by "back into it" and "convert it into a zip" Convert it into a zip so I can just upload it
zhanger: ok - so I'll start with this for you What?! zhanger: right, so you are asking how to change it to a zip, which is "bad"
zhanger: you are asking how to change it to a zip to a compressed file zhanger: they are two different things OH I get it now.
"bad" isn't bad :) zhanger: please try to understand what you're asking Just sorry I didn't get it at first zhanger: I'm not making
you sorry - you're making me zhanger: as there are two different things being asked How would I change it then? Into a zip so

that I could just upload it zhanger: are you asking how to 82157476af
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